
On September 16, 1994, at the Ariel primary school in Zimbabwe, 60+ school children reported 
seeing a disc shaped craft land in the area beyond the playground, and two beings approach 
the group. There were also multiple reports of sightings of unusual phenomena by thousands of 
Zimbabweans during this same time period. This case was so sensational at the time that Dr. 
John Mack, a Pulitzer Prize winning Harvard psychiatrist, traveled to the school to interview the 
children. Initially covered by the BBC, Reuters and other world press, this sighting quickly dis-
appeared from the public eye. Until now. American filmmaker Randall Nickerson recently trav-
eled to Africa and around the world to locate and interview the now adult witnesses and others 
who were key participants in the event. “Ariel Phenomenon” documents the story of this incredi-
ble occurrence, then and now, and will show the impact that has lasted for over twenty years. !!
Join the filmmakers in completing this amazing film. Word of the “Ariel Phenomenon” film has 
gotten out and several new witnesses have come forward who will need to be interviewed in 
order to tell the story in its entirety. Help is needed in completing these last interviews and in the 
remaining post production necessary to complete this extraordinary film this year. An Indiegogo 
campaign is currently under way, until June 18, 2015. The production team is asking for help to 
complete these last crucial interviews. The Indiegogo campaign can be found at https://www.in-
diegogo.com/projects/ariel-phenomenon/x/10708920#/story. A film trailer and more details about 
this historic event can be found at www.arielphenomenon.com. You can also become part of the 
film’s team and follow its progress on Facebook at “Ariel School Documentary” and Twitter at 
“Ariel School Film”. !!
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